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Abstract
Recent non-volatile memory technologies such as 3D XPoint and NVDIMMs have enabled persistent memory (PM) systems that can manipulate persistent data directly in memory. This advancement of memory technology has spurred the development of a new set of crash-consistent software (CCS) for PM - applications that can recover persistent data from memory in a consistent state in the event of a crash (e.g., power failure). CCS developed for persistent memory ranges from kernel modules to user-space libraries and custom applications. However, ensuring crash consistency in CCS is difficult and error-prone. Programmers typically employ low-level hardware primitives or transactional libraries to enforce ordering and durability guarantees that are required for ensuring crash consistency. Unfortunately, hardware can reorder instructions at runtime, making it difficult for the programmers to test whether the implementation enforces the correct ordering and durability guarantees.

We believe that there is an urgent need for developing a testing framework that helps programmers identify crash consistency bugs in their CCS. We find that prior testing tools lack generality, i.e., they work only for one specific CCS or memory consistency model and/or introduce significant performance overhead. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose PMTest\textsuperscript{1}, a crash consistency testing framework that is both flexible and fast. PMTest provides flexibility by providing two basic assertion-like software checkers to test two fundamental characteristics of all CCS: the ordering and durability guarantee. These checkers can also serve as the building blocks of other application-specific, high-level checkers. PMTest enables fast testing by deducing the persistent order without exhausting all possible orders. In the evaluation with eight programs, PMTest not only identified 45 synthetic crash consistency bugs, but also detected 3 new bugs in a file system (PMFS) and in applications developed using a transactional library (PMDK), while on average being 7.1× faster than the state-of-the-art tool.

CCS Concepts  • Hardware → Emerging Technologies;
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 Introduction
Persistent Memory (PM) technologies offer the persistence of disks combined with performance close to that of DRAM, blurring the divide between memory and storage [34, 40, 45, 67]. PMs are expected to be placed alongside DRAM on the system’s memory bus and be accessed via a byte-addressable load/store interface, providing an opportunity to manipulate persistent data directly in-place in memory. Programs can recover their updated in-memory persistent data even in the event of a crash (e.g., power failure). However, such a recovery requires a guarantee that persistent data is always in a consistent state – a requirement referred to as the crash consistency guarantee. A variety of applications have taken crash consistency into consideration. File systems carefully orchestrate metadata management to ensure that the files are recoverable [10, 16, 42, 63, 66, 73], while databases use intricate logging mechanisms to provide ACID guarantees for transactions [1, 2, 23, 50, 65]. Apart from relying on file systems and databases for crash consistency [1, 2, 10, 16, 23, 42, 50, 63, 65, 66, 73], the advent of PMs makes it possible for applications to manage crash consistency directly using PM’s load/store interface and thereby, improve performance by avoiding costly system calls. For this reason, a variety of custom crash-consistent applications [7, 17, 33, 70, 72] and user-space libraries (e.g., NV-Heaps [9], Mnemosyne [64], PMDK [33]) have been developed for PM systems. Moving forward, we expect that PM

\textsuperscript{1}PMTest is available at https://pmtest.persistentmemory.org.
systems will spur the development of many more custom crash-consistent kernel modules (like file systems), storage applications, and user-space libraries. Collectively, we refer to them as crash-consistent software (CCS) for PM systems.

However, programming in PM systems for crash consistency is hard and error-prone. The two fundamental guarantees required by any CCS are durability and ordering. A durability guarantee from the PM system is required to enforce data to reliably reach persistence. As the cache hierarchies are volatile in our current systems, simply executing a store instruction to a PM location does not ensure that the new value is persistent. To solve this problem, the x86 ISA introduced new optimized instructions (e.g., clwb [32]) to efficiently writeback cache lines to memory. We refer to the act of making a cache line persistent (through a writeback or other means [39, 52]) as a persist operation.

Enforcing ordering is another fundamental necessity for any CCS. An ordering guarantee from the PM system is required for CCS to explicitly order persist operations as the hardware can reorder instructions in the processor and cache hierarchy. For example, the commonly used undo logging mechanism [9, 38] requires the undo log entry to be created and persisted before the associated data gets modified. x86 systems provide ordering guarantees through the sfence instruction. However, different architectures provide durability and ordering guarantees through architecture-specific instructions [3, 32]. While developing a CCS for PM systems, programmers must carefully use these low-level primitives for correctness. Relying on such low-level, architecture-specific primitives to develop software is hard and error-prone. Even with the help of transactional libraries that build upon these low-level primitives [9, 33, 47, 64], programmers still need to understand the specification of the durability and ordering guarantees provided by these libraries to properly use them. The major difficulty arises from the fact that the order of persist operations executed in the hardware can be different from the program order. As a result, programmers cannot determine whether the crash consistency algorithm is correctly implemented, i.e., whether the order specified in the CCS will not result in a runtime ordering that violates the required ordering of the persist operations. We refer to the bugs that cause a CCS to fail recovery as crash consistency bugs.

We argue that CCS developers will greatly benefit from a testing infrastructure that can help identify the improper use of low-level primitives or high-level libraries. While prior works have developed tools to assist CCS development, they are all specific to certain file systems [43] or user-space libraries [55, 59]. These tools rely on exhaustive search space exploration of all possible ordering or binary instrumentation of the program, leading to a significant performance overhead. For example, Yat [43], a tool that tests Intel’s persistent memory file system (PMFS [16]) can take more than 5 years to test all possible orderings in a trace with around 100k PM operations. In this work, we argue that an effective testing tool needs to meet two requirements. First, the testing mechanism needs to be fast so that programmers can reason about the durability and ordering of the persistent operations and detect bugs in the development phase. Second, the testing tool needs to provide a myriad of CCS that will be built with various architecture-specific low-level primitives and high-level libraries. It also needs to support different persistency models that order persists in various ways. For example, Intel and ARM uses a strict ordering of writes [3, 32], while recent academic proposals relax this ordering [39, 52, 57]). In this work, we propose PMTest, a crash consistency testing framework that is, unlike prior work, both flexible and fast.

Flexible. Our key idea is based on the observation that regardless of the difference in CCS (kernel modules, or custom applications using architecture-specific low-level primitives or high-level libraries), they all fundamentally rely on two types of operations in order to provide the durability and ordering guarantee: enforcing persisting a write and enforcing ordering between writes. To this end, we propose two low-level checkers that developers can debug their CCS with: isPersist() and isOrderedBefore(), that check whether (i) certain persistent objects have been persisted since their last update and (ii) if a certain persist operation has been ordered before another, enabling testing of the two fundamental properties of any CCS. Similar to assertions [20, 71] used in programs, these two checkers can be instrumented in the code, which provides a way to expose the ordering and durability of the persistent operations to the software (details in Section 4.4). On top of that, programmers can use the PMTest framework to build custom, high-level checkers in the software based on the two low-level checkers for different libraries and persistency models (details in Section 5). High-level checkers can automate the process of debugging CCS built with PM libraries.

Fast. PMTest enables high-speed testing by inferring the ordering of persist operations without exhaustively testing all possible orders. The key idea is to track the PM operations (e.g., writes, cache writeback, fence) at runtime and deduce the time interval during which a write may persist. An overlapping time interval for two write operations implies that the two writes are not strictly ordered; the ending time of the interval determines at what point in the program the write is guaranteed to persist.

We evaluate the capability of PMTest bug detection in two ways. First, PMTest detects 45 manually created bugs (synthetic and reproduced from the commit history) in WHISPER [52], a benchmark suite for PM. Second, PMTest detected 3 new bugs in a file system (PMFS) and in applications developed using a transactional library (PMDK). These bugs have been reported to Intel and have been fixed with proper credit to PMTest [30, 31]. Further, our experiments also reveal that PMTest checkers can help programmers understand the persistency guarantees of PM libraries.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows:

- We design and implement PMTest, a tool to detect crash consistency bugs in PM applications. To our knowledge, PMTest is the first tool that is both flexible and fast.
- PMTest is flexible as it enables the design of specific checkers in the software for different libraries and persistency models. Currently, PMTest supports user-space transaction memory libraries Mnemosyne [64] and PMDK [33] and Intel’s kernel-space PM-optimized file system PMFS [16] under the x86 persistency model [32].
- PMTest is fast as it detects the violation in durability and ordering of PM operations without exhaustively testing all possible reorderings. Our evaluation shows that PMTest is 7.1× faster than the state-of-the-art tool [59].
- PMTest detects 45 synthetic/reproduced bugs and found 3 new bugs in PMDK applications [33] and PMFS [16].

2 Motivation

In this section, we first discuss the difficulties in programming crash-consistent software for persistent memory systems and then introduce the requirements for testing these programs.

2.1 Difficulties in Programming CCS

There are two fundamental guarantees required by any crash-consistent software (CCS). (i) A durability guarantee to make data reliably persistent, and (ii) an ordering guarantee to explicitly enforce the ordering of writes. For example, the commonly used undo logging mechanism [9, 38] requires its log entry to be durable before the in-place update. As the cache hierarchy of processors is volatile, hardware vendors provide PM-specific instructions to writeback data from the cache to memory to ensure durability. For example, Intel extends the x86 ISA with new instructions (e.g. clwb) to enforce persistent data writeback to PM [32]. Similarly, ARM implements the DC CVAP instruction [3] that writes back data to the persistence. We refer to the act of making a cache line persistent (through a writeback or other means [39, 52]) as a persist. Similarly, as the processor can reorder instructions in the pipeline and memory hierarchy, Intel provides ordering guarantees through the sfence instruction [32] which ensures a strict ordering between persists before and after the fence. Therefore, the combination of a clwb and an sfence issued after a write to a cache line ensures that the new value of the cache line has persisted before any subsequent instructions. In the rest of this paper, we will refer to the combination of “clwb; sfence;” as a persist Barrier for simplicity. Apart from industry implementations, there have been proposals from the academia that target better performance with relaxed ordering and durability guarantee. For example, a recent work, hands-off persistence system (HOPS) [52], proposed new relaxed fences to decouple the ordering guarantee (provided by sfence) from the durability guarantee (provided by clwb).

Programming with Low-level Primitives. With the support from these low-level primitives, programmers can ensure crash consistency by enforcing a specific order of persists. Unfortunately, it is hard to implement the intended ordering using these low-level primitives even when the programmers understand the semantic of the crash-consistency support. We provide a simple example to show the difficulty associated with using these low-level primitives. Figure 1 shows a function that tries to update the value of an array element in a crash-consistent manner. The program takes the undo logging approach that backs up the data before performing the modification in-place, such that there is always a consistent copy (either the backup or the original data) for recovery. Following this approach, it first creates a backup copy (line 2) and sets it to be valid (line 3). Then, it persists the backup (line 4), followed by updating the array index in place (line 5), and invalidates the backup copy (line 6). Finally, it persists the in-place update and invalidation (line 7). This example seems correct as it places a persistBarrier after the backup and after the in-place update assuming that these barriers will ensure that the update is only performed after the backup gets persisted. However, it still misses two persist_Bars: (i) one right after the creation of the backup copy (between line 2 and 3), and (ii) another right after updating the new array index (between line 5 and 6). Omitting any one can render the array unrecoverable in event of a failure. If a failure occurs at line 6, it is possible that due to hardware reordering valid has persisted while the actual data has not. Therefore, after recovery, the array will treat the stale value in memory as the updated one. As the example shows, using such low-level primitives is hard, especially for complex code bases. There is a need for a testing framework to identify and resolve such bugs. Next, we will show that using high-level crash consistency mechanisms like transactions are no panacea.
Programming with High-level Interface. To abstract away the low-level implementations and improve programmability, prior works have provided libraries for CCS [9, 33, 64]. For example, with the transactional interface from PMDK [33], programmers can create a failure-atomic transaction with a pair of TX_BEGIN and TX_END, and use TX_ADD() to create a backup (snapshot) of the persistent object before modifying it such that the object can roll back to its old data value if the transaction fails to complete due to a crash. The example in Figure 1b shows an insertion function of a linked list using a transactional interface that appends a new node to the head. The code seems correct as the programmer wraps up the entire procedure into a transaction and adds the head to the log for recovery. However, this function is not crash consistent as the programmer mistakenly assumes that the length of the linked list will get persisted automatically and misses backing it up (via a TX_ADD()). Therefore, if a failure happens after the length has been incremented but before the transaction completes (between line 6 and 7), the program will not be able to recover the correct length of the linked list. The correct implementation should call TX_ADD() to backup the length field before line 6. We argue that even though transactional libraries are supposed to make persistent programming easier, it is still very likely to introduce subtle crash consistency bugs.

In the first example (Figure 1a), the programmer intended to set/unset the valid bit after persisting the backup/update, but misses the persist.barriers. Similarly, in the second example (Figure 1b), the programmer intended to make both the linked list and its length recoverable, but forgets to backup the length. We conclude that the major difficulty in detecting crash consistency bugs in CCS is that it is difficult to ensure the program operates on its persistent data in the way that programmers intend to. Even if the algorithm for crash consistency is correct, the implementation can be wrong as the programmers cannot directly infer how writes to PM get persisted from looking at the code. Fences and writeback operations do not provide an intuitive interface for programmers to reason about (i) whether a memory location/object has persisted, and (ii) the order in which different memory locations/objects persist, the two fundamental requirements to reason about crash consistency.

2.2 Requirements for CCS Testing Tools

We believe that programmers will greatly benefit from a testing framework to help identify crash consistency bugs. Such frameworks should ideally meet the following requirements.

Flexible. We expect that PM systems will spur the development of many custom CCS and a testing framework must be flexible to support as many as possible. First, there are three types of CCS: (i) user-space applications using high-level libraries such as NV-Heaps [9], Mnemosyne [64], and PMDK [33], (ii) user-space applications using ISA-specific low-level primitives, such as PM database [2] and key-value stores [50], and (iii) kernel-space file systems using low-level primitives, such as PMFS [16] and NOVA [68]. Second, the other variation in CCS comes from the different ordering and durability guarantees provided by different PM systems, or more specifically, different persistency models that define the rules for the order of persists [57] (e.g., the strict persistency model from x86 [32] and the relaxed model proposed by HOPS [52]). The persistency model is enforced using low-level primitives from the underlying hardware, e.g., clwb and sfence in x86, and ofence and dfence in HOPS. In the future, we expect to see a great variety of CCS running on various PM systems. Figure 2 shows three possible system stacks and their code examples: (a) a CCS developed on top of the Mnemosyne library [64] runs on a system with x86 persistency model, (b) a CCS built with the PMDK library [33] runs on the HOPS persistency model that supports more relaxed fences [52], and (c) a persistent kernel module using low-level functions (e.g., PMFS [16]). Ideally, a testing framework should be flexible enough to support all kinds of CCS running on a variety of PM systems.

Fast. We identify that an efficient crash consistency testing mechanism needs to meet two performance requirements. First, a crash-consistency testing solution for CCS needs to be able to identify issues in the programs as fast as possible. Second, an efficient crash-consistency testing mechanism needs to maintain a low performance overhead to the target program; it is favorable that programmers can reason about their code at runtime and modify the code as necessary to reduce the overhead of post-production patching [53]. However, no prior tools can meet both the flexibility and fast requirements.

We categorize the prior tools into three groups. First, there is a large body of crash consistency bug detection tools developed for conventional file systems running on block devices [6, 18, 19, 41, 51, 61]. Unfortunately, these tools are designed for block-addressable file systems [6, 18, 19, 41, 51, 61], and therefore, cannot be applied to PM-specific CCS. Second, the tool, Yat [43], that tests Intel’s PM-based file system PMFS [16] executes at an extremely slow speed because it
takes an exhaustive method in bug detection. It permits all possible persist reorderings to detect if a particular ordering can recover consistently after a crash. Such an exhaustive method is extremely slow and according to the authors, can take more than five years to test an application with around 100k PM operations [43]. Third, there have been faster testing tools developed for specific PM libraries. For example, Pmemcheck [59] (around 20x slowdown) and Persistence Inspector [55] are binary instrumentation platforms designed specifically for the PMDK library. They provide built-in checkers for PMDK operations and cannot be easily extended for other user-space libraries or kernel-space system software. Table 1 summarizes the capabilities of these tools and it is evident that they cannot satisfy both requirements of speed and flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Name</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Target Software</th>
<th>Kernel?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tat [43]</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PMFS [16]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmemcheck [59]</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PMFS [16]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest (this work)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Any CCS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Tools for testing CCS.

3 Key Ideas of PMTest

In this work, we propose PMTest, a framework for detecting crash consistency bugs in different CCS running on a variety of PM systems. First, we present our high-level ideas in testing CCS. Then, we discuss how these key ideas are applied to PMTest.

3.1 Key Ideas in Testing Crash Consistency

The goal of this work is to design a crash consistency testing framework that is, unlike prior works, both flexible and fast. Our key ideas to meet these requirements are as follows:

Flexible. We observe that regardless of the difference in the CCS (kernel module, user-space library, or custom application using architecture-specific low-level primitives), they all fundamentally rely on two types of operations in order to provide the durability and ordering guarantee: enforcing a memory location persists and enforcing ordering between persists. Figure 2 shows that at the lowest level, all three CCS rely on low-level primitives that provide these two guarantees (shown by the blue arrows). Our key idea is to provide two generic “checkers” that programmers can instrument their code with to verify whether certain memory locations/objects have been persisted since the last write to them and the order in which certain memory locations/objects have persisted. These generic checkers allow programmers to ascertain the state of the PM on any kind of PM system, making it easy to reason about crash consistency. The two generic checkers are: (i) `isPersistence()` checks whether certain memory locations/objects have been persisted since their last update; (ii) `isOrderedBefore()` checks whether a certain address has been persisted before another (details in Section 4.4).

Similar to the commonly used assertions [20, 71], these two checkers can be placed in the code, providing a way to expose the ordering and durability of the PM operations at the application level. Figure 3a and 3b demonstrate how these two checkers make the ordering information visible to applications in systems using the x86 and HOPS persistency model, respectively. Even though the systems are different, the same two low-level checkers in both examples check: (i) whether A persists before B, and (ii) whether both A and B have been persisted at the end. PMTest, under-the-hood uses PM system-specific information to determine if the checker conditions have been met on the system under test.

![Figure 3. Checking mechanism based on the semantics of (a) the x86 persistency model [32] and (b) HOPS [52].](image)

Fast. Our key idea is to track the PM operations (e.g., write, clwb, srfence in x86 systems) at runtime and deduce the time interval during which a write may persist. We refer to this time interval as a persist interval. PMTest’s superior performance comes from validating the programmer specified checkers from the inferred persist interval, rather than checking all possible orderings of relevant persists. The rules that deduce the persist interval and validate the checking of durability and ordering guarantee for a certain persistency model are referred to as checking rules. For example, in x86 systems, a PM write may persist any time between its execution and a subsequent srfence, assuming that there exists an intervening clwb to the associated cache line in between the write and srfence. This is due to the fact that the hardware can reorder operations as long as they are executed before the srfence. Note that even though the hardware can re-order instructions, x86 implicitly guarantees the ordering of a write operation and a subsequent clwb to the same address [32]. Therefore, the persist interval of a write can span from the last srfence to the subsequent srfence that comes after the associated clwb. To validate checkers, we use the persist intervals for the relevant memory locations to infer if the checker conditions are being met. We break a thread’s execution into epochs separated by an srfence. We use an epoch as a unit of time and have a timestamp increment at every srfence. A persist interval of \((E_1, E_2)\) suggests the corresponding write may persist any time between epoch number \(E_1\) and \(E_2\). Therefore, the checking rule for `isPersistence()` is defined as determining if the persist interval of the associated memory location ends before the checker. Similarly, the `isOrderedBefore()` is checked by determining if one persist interval ends before the other starts.
3.2 Integrating the Key Ideas into PMTest

So far, we have introduced the key ideas that ensure both flexibility and high-speed testing. Next, we introduce how we apply our key ideas to the two major steps of PMTest:

Program Annotation. The assertion-like, low-level checkers: `isOrderedBefore()` and `isPersist()`, provide a system-independent interface for testing. Figure 5a shows how to place these checkers to detect crash consistency bugs. Similar to using low-level primitives for programming CCS, using these low-level checkers requires manual effort. Therefore, to ease programmers’ burden, PMTest provides high-level checkers that are built on top of the low-level ones. Figure 5b shows a pair of high-level checkers placed before and after a transaction, which automatically detects whether all modified persistent objects have been written back at the end of a transaction. Programmers (e.g., PM library developers) can also build their custom checkers using our low-level checkers (details in Section 5.1). We show that these high-level checkers can effectively detect bugs with minimal programmer’s effort in Section 6.3.

Runtime Testing. PMTest determines whether the injected checkers are met or not by inferring the interval in which a write to PM can become persistent based on the underlying persistency model. The superior performance makes it possible to perform testing during execution time. For better efficiency, PMTest pipelines the execution of CCS (the test program) and the checking engine by running them on different threads. The test program under execution produces a trace of all the key events. Meanwhile, the checking engine lags behind program execution and consumes the trace produced (details in Section 4.4). Decoupling program execution from checker validation provides a marked improvement in performance.

4 Implementation of PMTest

This section describes the implementation of PMTest and how it can be integrated into a real system to perform testing.

4.1 Overview of PMTest

Figure 6 illustrates a high-level view of PMTest. The procedure of testing a program consists of offline and online steps. In the offline step, programmers annotate the CCS using low-level and/or high-level checkers following the program specification of the crash consistency mechanism (step ❶). For example, low-level checkers should be inserted to check the programmer intended crash-consistent behavior, where the high-level checkers for transactions can be added by wrapping up the transactions (as shown in Figure 4). In the online step, PMTest executes with the annotated (and compiled) CCS. During execution time, PMTest tracks PM operations in the application and passes the trace to the checking engine (step ❷, details in Section 4.3). The checking engine tests whether the trace meets the requirements specified by the checkers (step ❸, details in Section 4.4). The checking engine depends on the checking rules to detect the bugs. We discuss the rules for x86 systems in Section 4.4 (already integrated in PMTest) and the rules for HOPS [52] in Section 5.2. The new checking rules for other persistency models can be integrated into PMTest by programmers. The checking engine reports WARNING outputs for performance bugs (e.g., redundant writebacks) and FAIL outputs for crash consistency bugs (e.g., missing a fence), together with the file names and line numbers of the failing checkers.
4.2 PMTest Interface

PMTest incorporates a flexible software interface that is C and C++ compatible. Table 2 summarizes the functions offered by PMTest. There are four types of functions. The first category is for initializing and enabling the testing functionalities of the framework. Programmers can select the region for testing by wrapping the code with a pair of PMTest_START and PMTest_END functions. The second category of functions allows programmers to operate on persistent objects. By default, all accesses to PM between PMTest_START and PMTest_END are tracked by PMTest. Programmers may exclude objects from tracking using PMTest_EXCLUDE() function. Already excluded objects can be tracked again using PMTest_INCLUDE(). To allow programmers to check the persistency status of a variable outside its scope (e.g., outside the function where it is declared), we provide three functions: PMTest_REG_VAR, PMTest_UNREG_VAR, and PMTest_GET_VAR that allow programmers to register the address of a persistent object with a name and check its persistency status later. The third category of functions enables the communication from the test program to the checking engine. Programmers can divide a program into independent sections (e.g., transactions) using PMTest_SEND_TRACE for better testing speed. Once the execution of a section is complete, PMTest can start testing on a separate thread while the program is executing the next section. The function PMTest_GET_RESULT blocks the program execution until all previously generated traces have been tested. The last category of functions are checkers, including two low-level checkers: isOrderedBefore() and isPersist(), and the high-level checkers for transactions. The high-level checkers for PMDK test three issues: (i) if a transaction has completed, (ii) if the persistent objects within the transaction have been added to the undo log before modification, and (iii) if there are unnecessary writebacks and redundant logs that constitute the performance bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_INIT</td>
<td>Initialize PMTest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_EXIT</td>
<td>Exit and clean up PMTest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_THREAD_INIT</td>
<td>Initialize per thread PMTest tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_THREAD_START</td>
<td>Enable PMTest tracking and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_THREAD_END</td>
<td>Disable PMTest tracking and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_REG_VAR</td>
<td>Remove a persistent object from testing scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_UNREG_VAR</td>
<td>Add a persistent object back to testing scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_GET_VAR</td>
<td>Register the address and size of a variable name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_SEND_TRACE</td>
<td>Unregister a variable name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_GET_RESULT</td>
<td>Get the address and size of a variable by its name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_SEND_TRACE</td>
<td>Send the current trace to PMTest checking engine and start a new trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest_GET_RESULT</td>
<td>Block the program execution until all existing traces have been tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isPersist</td>
<td>Check if a persistent object has been persisted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isOrderedBefore</td>
<td>Check the order of two persists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_CHECKER_START</td>
<td>Start checking transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX_CHECKER_END</td>
<td>End checking transactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of PMTest functions.

PMTest tracking functions to generate the aforementioned metadata for PM operations (e.g., writes, clwb and sfence in x86). For other CCS, it is possible to either integrate a WHISPER-like tracking mechanism or to use a toolchain (e.g., through an LLVM [44] pass) that injects a tracking function for each PM operation.

4.4 The Checking Engine

After generating a trace of PM operations and checkers from the application, the next step is to validate the trace against the specified checkers. At the high-level, the checking engine tracks a persistency status for each persistent object in the trace. During testing, PMTest sequentially iterates over the trace. If the trace component is a PM operation, PMTest updates the persistency status; if the trace component is a checker, PMTest examines the persistency status to determine whether the asserted condition is met or not. Next, we describe the details of maintaining the persistency status in PMTest, and discuss how it updates and checks the status in an x86 system.

Persistency Status. PMTest maintains a shadow memory that represents the persistency status of each modified address. As PMTest traces and checks PM operations at a coarse granularity, it maintains the shadow memory as an interval tree [13], where the address is the interval and persistency status is the value in the interval. As a result, update and lookup operations to the shadow memory have a complexity of O(log n), where n is the length of the trace. As traces are independent, every trace has its shadow memory. To track the persistency status, the shadow memory keeps two types of structures, a global status for the entire system, and a local status for each address in the shadow memory. The following is the description of the fields for x86 systems:

- **global_timestamp (global status)**: A global epoch counter that is incremented on every sfence encountered in the trace.
• **persist_interval (local status)**: The interval in which certain memory location(s) may persist.
• **flush_interval (local status)**: The interval in which certain memory location(s) may be explicitly written back to PM.

**Update to Persistency Status.** PMTest iterates over the trace and performs the following updates to the persistency status for each PM operation:
- **write(addr, size)** modifies an address range of \([addr, addr + size]\) in the shadow memory. It first clears all existing persist_intervals and flush_intervals within the address range and sets the persist_intervals as \((global\_timestamp, \infty)\). That is, this write may persist at any time moving forward.
- **clwb(addr, size)** writes back an address range of \([addr, addr + size]\) and the flush_interval is set as \((global\_timestamp, \infty)\). That is, a writeback for these addresses has been issued and it may happen at any time moving forward. If there is an existing flush_interval, PMTest raises a WARNING (Section 5.1.2).
- **sfence** enforces the ordering of prior write and clwb operations. First, it increments the global_timestamp. Second, it updates the flush_interval of prior clwbso that the intervals end at the current global_timestamp, i.e., the writeback is complete. Third, it updates the persist_interval of prior clwbso that the intervals end at the current global_timestamp, i.e., the write persisted.

**Checking Rules.** Similarly, when encountered a checker in the trace, PMTest applies the following checking rules:
- **isPersist(addr, size)** checks whether data in the address range \([addr, addr + size]\) has been written to PM by checking whether the persist_intervals in this address range end before the current global_timestamp.
- **isOrderedBefore(addrA, sizeA, addrB, sizeB)** checks whether all writes to \([addrA, addrA + sizeA]\) can persist before any write to \([addrB, addrB + sizeB]\) by checking if any of the persist_intervals in \([addrB, addrB + sizeB]\) overlap with any of the those in \([addrA, addrA + sizeA]\).

**Example.** Figure 7a shows a sample trace, and Figure 7b shows how each operation (OP#) updates the PMTest persistency status, including global_timestamp (T), persist_intervals (PIs), and flush_intervals (FIs). Initially, T is 0.

Line 1: The write updates the PI for address 0x10 to (0, \infty).

Line 2: The clwb updates the FI for address 0x10 to (0, \infty).

Line 3: The sfence first increments the timestamp T. Then, it updates the FI of its preceding clwb to (0, 1), indicating this writeback will take effect before line 3. It also updates the PI for 0x10 to (0, 1), indicating that this write has persisted.

Line 4: The write updates the PI for address 0x50 to (1, \infty).

Line 5: The isPersist() checker examines the PI of 0x50. As (0, \infty) does not end before the current T, this checker reports a FAIL output as indicated by the red arrow.

Line 6: The isOrderedBefore() checker compares the PIs of 0x10 and 0x50. As they do not overlap, this checker passes as indicated by the green arrow.

**Execution of The Checking Engine.** To reduce the overhead in the runtime testing, PMTest adopts a multi-threaded checking mechanism consists of a master thread and a pool of worker threads, as shown in Figure 8a. The master thread dispatches the traces passed from the test program (details about communication between the program and PMTest in Section 4.5) to the task queue of the worker threads following a round-robin scheduling algorithm. Each worker thread tests its trace independently and sends the testing result back to the result queue in the master thread. Figure 8b demonstrates the workflow of this mechanism. The program first creates and initializes an instance of PMTest by calling PMTest_INIT() (step ➊). Then, the program starts the execution of transaction 1 (step ➋). After transaction 1 (TX1) completes, the program passes its trace to PMTest by calling PMTest_SEND_TRACE() (step ➌). Then, PMTest immediately dispatches this trace to a worker (worker 1) thread in the worker pool. The worker thread tests the trace and completes (step ➍). In the meanwhile, PMTest receives and tests the trace of TX2 using worker 2 (step ➋).
same process as the PMTest checking engine. To efficiently pass traces from CCS to the checking engine, we use a thread-safe, concurrent queue, where CCS pushes the traces to the queue and the testing module pops the head of the queue. PMTest also supports multithreaded programs. To manage the tracking of traces on different threads, PMTest maintains a per-thread data structure that maintains the trace of different threads. To initialize this structure, the programmers need to call PMTest_THREAD_INIT() when a thread is created. Note that PMTest only detects crash consistency bugs that is due to incorrect PM operations in one thread. We leave the crash consistency issues due to improper thread synchronization as a future work.

During execution, PMTest performs tracking in the kernel module in the same way as user-space programs. However, kernel programming has limited library support and has a strict constraint on the runtime performance. Therefore, PMTest checks the traces in the user space. To efficiently pass the trace from the kernel to the user-space checking engine, we use a kernel FIFO \[12, 62\] (created as /proc/PMTest) with 1024 trace entries. Currently, PMTest only tracks PM operations in one thread of the kernel module due to the limitation of kernel thread libraries. To prevent an exceptional case where the kernel FIFO becomes full and rejects new traces, PMTest maintains an interruptible wait queue \[12\] in the library. The kernel module put itself on the wait queue if the kernel FIFO is full. It gets interrupted and resumes execution when the FIFO is less than half full.

5 Flexibility of PMTest

So far, we have discussed the design of PMTest that enables fast testing for both user-space CCS and kernel modules. In this section, we discuss how PMTest further enables testing of different libraries and systems.

5.1 Implementation of Customized Checkers.

Customizing checkers can ease programmers’ burden on debugging and improving the capability of PMTest. To implement more checkers, programmers need to add new methods to the checking engine module, which can be built on top of the existing low-level checkers. If the customized checker requires tracking more operations than the ones have been tracked by PMTest, the programmer can extend our tracking interface. We first present our high-level checkers designed for PMDK \[33\], and then present other checkers that detects performance bugs.

5.1.1 Library-Specific Checkers.

Library-specific, high-level checkers can automate the debugging for CCS developed with high-level libraries. We implement the following checkers for PMDK transactions. While these two checkers are designed for the PMDK transactions, they can be easily extended to other transactional libraries.

**Check Incomplete Transactions.** A typical bug in using transactions is that programmers forget to persist all updates when the transaction ends. To detect this type of bugs, we provide a pair of functions TX_CHECKER_START and TX_CHECKER_END that let programmers label the scope of the transaction. The TX_CHECKER_END automatically injects isPersist() for all modified persistent objects at the end of the trace for this scope. Using this checker, programmers can make sure that all transaction updates have persisted. Programmers can exclude the updates that do not require crash consistency protection in the transaction using the PMTest_EXCLUDE() function.

**Check Missing Backup Logs.** Another typical bug in using transactions is that programmers forget to log persistent objects before they get modified (e.g., the bug in Figure 1b). A correct implementation should use TX_ADD() to log persistent objects before modifying them, such that these objects can be recovered in event of a failure and be written back when the transaction ends. To detect such bugs, we extend the PMTest library to track objects logged by TX_ADD() (or functions with similar functionality), together with other operations. The checking engine maintains another interval tree, log tree, that keeps tracks of the logged memory addresses. When testing a trace from a transaction, the checking engine examines if the addresses under modification exist in the log tree before they get modified by a write.

5.1.2 Performance Checkers.

We provide the implementation of two checkers for detecting unnecessary operations that can cause performance slowdown. PMTest reports a warning (WARN) when detecting such performance bugs.

**Check Unnecessary Writeback.** Enforcing the writeback of unmodified data can cause performance degradation. A typical scenario is coarse-grain writeback of persistent objects. Another possible scenario is that programmers write-back the same persistent object twice. The checking engine detects this types of bugs automatically when testing traces. The first case can be detected if a clwb operates on a memory location that does not yet have a persist_interval.
i.e., writing back a PM location that has not been modified. The second case can be detected if a clwb operates on a memory location with an existing flush_interval, i.e., placing a second clwb after an existing one to the same PM location.

**Check Duplicated Log.** Logging the same persistent object more than once is unnecessary and can cause performance degradation. We implement a checker to detect this performance bug for PMDK transactions. When the program logs a persistent object, PMTest looks up the address of this object in the log tree. If it already exists, PMTest reports a WARNING.

5.2 Adaption to Other Persistency Models.

To adapt PMTest to other persistence modules, programmers need to track new system-specific PM operations and add new checking rules for these operations. Implementing new checking rules may require changing the global and local status fields in the shadow memory.

Recent works have proposed alternative persistency models that feature better performance and flexibility [37, 39, 52]. The hands-off persistence system (HOPS) [52] introduces two new primitives: ofence and dfence. The light-weight ofence guarantees all preceding write accesses reach PM prior to all write accesses after it; the heavier dfence stalls the processing until all writes to PM have been persisted. As PMTest provides a generic API for checkers, we only need to change the fields in the shadow memory and implement new rules in the backend checking engine. In the shadow memory, we still keep the global_timestamp and the persist_interval, but remove the flush_interval as HOPS does not use clwb and sence to enforce ordering and durability. Then, we make the following updates to the rules in Section 4.4:

- ofence ensures the persist order without writing back the data from cache to PM. Therefore, this operation increments the global_timestamp.
- dfence ensures both ordering and writeback. It first increments the global_timestamp, and then updates the persist_intervals of prior writes to end at the current global_timestamp.
- isPersist(addr,size) checks if a write has persisted by checking whether the persist_intervals in address range [addr, addr + size) end before the current global_timestamp.
- isOrderedBefore(addrA, sizeA, addrB, sizeB) checks whether the write to addrA persists before the one to addrB. As the fences already ensure persist order, PMTest checks whether all the persist_intervals in range [addrA, addrA + sizeA) start before those in [addrB, addrB + sizeB].

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and bug detection capability of PMTest on a real system.

6.1 Methodology

To evaluate the performance and bug detection of PMTest, we use a real system as shown in Table 3. We use a set of battery-backed NVDIMMs as the PM and map them to the system following the method in [58]. We use CCS from the WHISPER benchmark suite [52] to evaluate both performance and bug detection. PMTest performs testing using one worker thread unless explicitly indicated. The execution times shown in this section are the average of ten runs.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

6.2.1 Microbenchmark

We evaluate PMTest using five PMDK-based single-threaded microbenchmarks. We test each program with 100K insertions (each insertion is a transaction). Figure 10a compares PMTest with Pmemcheck. It is important to note the checkers used for PMTest provide higher bug-detection capabilities than those present in PMDK. The x-axis varies the size of the transaction and the y-axis shows the execution time normalized with the original versions without any testing tool. First, PMTest is 5.2-8.9× faster than Pmemcheck (7.1× avg.). Second, as the transaction size increases, the overhead in PMTest decreases as it tracks PM operations at a coarse granularity. In comparison, the slowdown from Pmemcheck does not change noticeably as it is based on the low-level binary instrumentation. Third, the overhead from the non-transactional HashMap is higher than other cases due to its more intensive use of low-level PM operations. We further present the overhead breakdown of PMTest as a stack

\[
\text{Server} \quad \text{HP ProLiant DL360 Gen10} \\
\text{Processor} \quad \text{Intel Skylake, 2.1GHz, 8 cores, 16 threads, 11MB L3} \\
\text{Memory} \quad \text{Volatile: 64GB DDR4, 2666MHz} \\
\text{Non-Volatile: 64GB Battery-backed NVDIMM} \\
\text{OS} \quad \text{Ubuntu 14.04, Linux kernel 4.4.135} \\
\text{Compiler} \quad \text{gcc/g++ 4.8.4, O3 optimization} \\
\]

**Table 3. System Configuration.**

---

Figure 10. Performance of testing microbenches.
diagram in Figure 10b, where the bottom bar shows the basic overhead from tracking PM operations and running the PMTest framework, and the top bar shows the extra overhead from the checkers. As PMTest decouples the checking from program’s execution, checking only contributes 18.9%-37.8% of the total overhead. We conclude that PMTest has a relatively low performance overhead.

### 6.2.2 Real Workloads.

We evaluate three real workloads shown in Table 4, where each of them has its own load-generating client(s). We place the checkers to test whether all updates in the transactions (as specified by WHISPER) are persistent in PMFS [16] and Mnemosyne [64], and use our transaction checkers in Redis. Figure 11 shows the performance of these workloads running with PMTest. The y-axis shows the execution time normalized to the original versions without any testing tool. The slowdown from PMTest is between 1.33-1.98× (1.69× avg.). As Redis is based on PMDK, we also test it with Pmemcheck and observes a 22.3× slowdown (13.6× slower than PMTest). Compared to the previous microbenchmarks, the slowdown is much lower as the real workloads are less intensive in accessing PM. We conclude that PMTest is efficient at testing real workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Input Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>Mnemosyne</td>
<td>Memslap (100k ops/client, 5% set), YCSB (100k ops/client, 50% update)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>PMDK</td>
<td>redis-cli (LRU test, 1M keys)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMFS (kernel module)</td>
<td>Low-level primitives</td>
<td>NFS (Filebench, 8 clients), MySQL (OLTP-complex, 4 clients)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Real workloads from WHISPER benchmark suite [52] (YCSB from [11]).

![Figure 11. Performance of testing real workloads.](image)

### 6.2.3 Scalability.

We further analyze the scalability of PMTest using Memcached. We set the number of clients equal to the number of Memcached threads. We manually place checkers to its underlying library, Mnemosyne, to check the consistency of its persistent map. Figure 12a presents the result with variable Memcached threads. As the number of threads in Memcached increases, the slowdown from PMTest increases with both Memslap and YCSB clients due to an increased number of traces generated by the workload. To perform testing more efficiently, we increase the number of PMTest worker threads, as shown in Figure 12b. As the number of workers increases, the slowdown decreases. Then, we increase both the number of workers and Memcached threads at the same time. Figure 12c shows the slowdown slightly increase as both threads increase due to the inter-thread communication overhead. We conclude that PMTest can effectively reduce the testing time when testing PM-operation intensive programs.

### 6.3 Bug Detection Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>#Cases</th>
<th>#Checkers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>Missing or misplacement of ordering enforcement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18 (Low-level checkers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writeback</td>
<td>Missing or misplacement of the writeback operations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Writeback the same persistent object more than once</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19 (High-level checkers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>Missing or misplaced backup of persistent objects</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion</td>
<td>Incomplete transactions due to improper termination</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Log the same persistent object more than once</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Summary of synthetic bugs for PMTest validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xips.c [26]</td>
<td>207, 262</td>
<td>Flush the same persistent buffer twice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files.c [24]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>Flush an unmapped buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rbtree_map.c [25]</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>Modify a tree node without logging it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal.c [27]</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>Flush redundant data when committing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btree_map.c [29]</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>Modify a tree node without logging it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Log the same object twice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Summary of the known bugs in the commit history and new bugs detected by PMTest.

To validate the bug detection capability of PMTest, we first systematically create random synthetic bugs in PMDK workloads [33]. Table 5 lists the synthetic bugs we have validated (total 42)². For the programs that uses transactions, we use two pairs of TX_CHECKER_START and TX_CHECKER_END; for the ones uses low-level functions, we place 12 isPersist() and 6 isOrderedBefore() checkers (the overall benchmark codebase is about 2.6k LOC). PMTest reported all the synthetic bugs we introduced. Then, we reproduced the bugs from the developers’ commit history of the workloads that we have previously tested. PMTest also reported these bugs accurately. And finally, during testing, we found three new bugs in PMFS and PDMK applications (Table 6).

²All tested bugs and injected checkers can found at https://pmtest.persistentmemory.org.
Figure 13. New bugs found in (a) PMFS, and (b, c) PMDK applications.

demonstrates the new bugs we have found using PMTest. We simplify the code for readability.

**Bug 1 (performance)**: Figure 13a shows a snippet of code from journal.c in PMFS. The function first sets the log entry (le) at line 3. Then, it flushes the modified log entry to PM at line 4. Finally, it flushes the entire transaction (trans) at line 6. PMTest reports a `WARN` of duplicated flush at line 6. Because the log entry is part of the transaction, the second flush writes back the log entry again. A better implementation should flush only the remaining part of the transaction at line 6.

**Bug 2 (correctness)**: Figure 13b shows a snippet of code from btree_map.c in PMDK. This function modifies a node without logging it. PMTest reports this bug at line 4 and other lines that modify this object. The correct implementation should call `TX_ADD(node)` before line 4. Bug fix from Intel can be found at [31].

**Bug 3 (performance)**: Figure 13c is another snippet of code from btree_map.c. The function on the right side first calls the function on the left side and then rotates a tree node. PMTest detects a duplicated `TX_ADD()` at line 10, that should be removed. The function on the right side adds node to the log, while the function on the right side adds the same node to the log again. As both functions belong to the same transaction, double logging is unnecessary. This bug is subtle as the two log operations are not in the same function. Bug fix from Intel can be found at [30].

We found the two new bugs in PMDK applications using our high-level checkers for PMDK by placing a pair of `TX_CHECKER_START()` and `TX_CHECKER_END()` around the outermost transaction. We found the bug in PMFS by sending the current trace to the checking engine when the update in journal.c commits. The built-in performance-bug checker reports this unnecessary writeback. Therefore, we conclude that using the high-level, automated checkers effectively debugs the program and incurs a minimum effort.

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the opportunities and potential issues with using PMTest, and the future works in testing CCS.

7.1 The Use of PMTest

We find out that PMTest can help programmers demystify the semantics of library functions. For example, in a program with nested PMDK transactions (an inner and an outer transaction), we first apply a pair of `TX_CHECKER_START()` and `TX_CHECKER_END()` to the inner transaction. PMTest reports that the updates in the inner transaction are not persisted before the end of the inner `TX_END`. However, all updates to PM are supposed to be persistent when the transaction terminates. Then, we move the checkers to the outer transaction and found that PMTest does not report any bug. Analyzing PMDK source code, we found that updates are guaranteed to be persisted only when the outermost transaction ends. PMTest can help programmers check whether library semantics are consistent with what they expect.

7.2 Programmer’s Effort using PMTest

Ensuring the crash consistency guarantee relies on two types of correctness: (i) algorithmic correctness (e.g., redo/undo logging, checking pointing, etc.), and (ii) implementation correctness of that algorithm (e.g., placing the writebacks and fences in the correct place). Even when the programmers use the algorithm of the logging mechanism in a correct manner, the reordering of instructions makes it hard for the programmers to intuitively infer the correctness of the implementation (as shown in Figure 1). Placing the low-level checkers in the code increases the programmer’s effort. However, now programmers can assert the expected behavior of the program, and therefore, can ensure the implementation correctness. On the other hand, programmers who use the high-level checkers to test programs (built using the high-level libraries) do not need to understand the low-level algorithm and implementation to ensure crash consistency. Therefore, the high-level checkers minimize programmers’ effort. Expert developers of PM libraries can create high-level checkers for their libraries to enable an easy-to-use testing interface for future users of their libraries. This way, ordinary programmers can use those high-level checkers to test their CCS built with high-level libraries.

7.3 Impact of incorrect use of PMTest

The low-level checkers exposed by PMTest work in a similar way as assertions do in conventional programs. Incorrect use of the checkers can cause false alarms and lead the programmer to believe the implementation is incorrect, but will never introduce any new error or bug to the code. In comparison, the high-level checkers require minimal programmers’ effort and can mostly be automated. For example, while checking...
the PMDK library in our evaluation, we only added 9 lines of C code (for initialization, termination, etc.), where the insertion of the high-level checkers were automated. Therefore, we recommend that only the expert programmers use the low-level checkers to avoid any misuse of PMTest interface.

7.4 Future Work

Dynamic v.s. Static Testing of CCS. PMTest takes a dynamic approach that detects crash consistency bugs on the trace that has been executed. This method is limited by the execution path that the program takes based on the input. Therefore, PMTest aims for fast testing in order to cover more input sets. In comparison, static testing methods can overcome the limitation of coverage, while cannot handle issues related to dynamically allocated memory and pointers. Therefore, static methods tend to set more false alarms compared to dynamic ones. We leave the research on detecting crash consistency bugs statically as a future work.

Testing Multithreaded CCS. In this work, we provided support for multithreaded programs by tracking trace individually on different threads. This support is sufficient for most cases. For example, multithreaded transactions in PMDK are independent as one thread writes back all its persistent data before releasing the lock. WHISPER also shows that inter-thread dependency is rare in persistent programs [52]. We leave debugging crash consistency issues due to improper thread synchronization as a future work.

8 Related Work

In this section, we discuss prior works that provide crash consistency support and test persistent programs.

Mechanisms for Crash Consistency. Prior works have provided a variety of software [2, 4, 5, 7–10, 14, 16, 21–23, 33, 38, 42, 46, 48, 56, 63, 64, 66, 68, 73] and hardware supports [15, 35, 36, 39, 47, 49, 52, 54, 60, 74] to maintain the crash consistency of persistent programs. NV-Heaps [9], Mnemosyne [64], REWIND [5], NVL-C [14], PMDK [33] and LSNVMM [22] provide a software interface to allow programmers to store persistent data on PM in a crash-consistent manner. PMFS [16], BPFS [10], Mojit [73], Strata [42], NOVA [68], NOVA-Fortis [69], and SCMFs [66] provide PM-optimized file systems to store persistent data. PMTest can assist debugging these software-based solutions based on their specifications. DPO [39] and HOPS [52] propose efficient persistence models to allow programmers to maintain crash consistency using low-level functions. Kiln [74], ThyNVM [60], JUSTDO Logging [35] and ATOM [36] provide transactional interface through hardware support to ensure crash consistency. PMTest can test programs built on these hardware-assisted solutions by appropriately extending the checking engine.

Tools for Testing Crash Consistency. There have been tools that test the crash consistency of legacy file systems [6, 18, 19, 41, 51, 61]. For example, Recon [19] adopts a runtime testing approach to test the metadata consistency of Ext3 and Btrfs. However, these tools only work for conventional block devices, such as disks. As PM becomes imminent, recent works provide tools to detect crash consistency issues in PM-based programs. Yat [43] is designed for testing PMFS [16], a PM-optimized file system, using an exhaustive test method. As a result, Yat is extremely slow and cannot be used to test other custom CCS. Pmemcheck [59] and Persistence Inspector [55] are tools designed for testing programs developed with the PMDK library [33]. However, both tools only support the PMDK library under x86 persistence model. PMTest is a more efficient and flexible tool that supports various PM programs and persistence models.

9 Conclusions

In this work, we design and implement PMTest, a crash consistency bug testing mechanism that exposes the ordering and durability of the persistent operations to the software. To our knowledge, PMTest is the first tool that is both flexible and fast. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of PMTest by testing CCS developed for PM systems and detected new bugs in user-space applications and in a kernel-space file system. We have also shown that PMTest can be extended to support different persistence models proposed in the literature. We believe that PMTest is highly useful to persistent memory software developers for identifying bugs and understanding the crash consistency guarantees in various types of CCS running on different persistence models.
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